Local law firm celebrates new location
Tully Rinckey PLLC Expands into New Rochester Office
Tully Rinckey recently held a ribbon cutting and open house for its new office space at 400
Linden Oaks, Suite 110, Rochester.The firm’s new 4,360-square-foot office space is one of
seven Tully Rinckey locations servicing clients locally and nationally and will employ 10
attorneys and three legal support staff in various practice areas. Mark Johns, New York State
Assembly, 135th District; William Smith, Pittsford town supervisor; Greg Rinckey, Tully
Rinckey founding partner; and Peter Pullano, Tully Rinckey managing partner, were in
attendance.
Tully Rinckey was founded by Mathew Tully and Rinckey, who have pioneered numerous
landmark decisions impacting active duty and retired service members throughout the
county.Tully’s military career spans nearly two decades and includes several deployments
overseas to Afghanistan, Iraq and Egypt. Tully was awarded a Purple Heart in September
2012 and Bronze Star in February 2013 for his military service.Greg Rinckey served as a
former federal prosecutor and active duty Army judge advocate general. He currently
represents members of the military throughout the nation on high profile military and national
security legal matters. The office is managed by firm partner, Pullano who has practiced in
Rochester for nearly 30 years and is the recipient of the Monroe County Bar Association’s
Charles Crimi Award, the St. Nicholas Society’s Man of the Year Award and the Rochester
Business Journal’s 40 Under 40 Award.

Judge unconvinced by ‘Clinton defense’ in Navy
machinist’s sentencing over classified sub photos
Former sailor will spend year in prison, pay $100 fine
By Andrew Blake - The Washington Times - Saturday, August 20, 2016A federal judge on
Friday sentenced former Navy machinist Kristian Saucier to one year in prison and a $100
fine for taking photos inside the engine room of a nuclear submarine after the sailor’s
attorneys argued for leniency by citing the FBI’s decision not to charge Hillary Clinton with
mishandling classified information.U.S. District Judge Stefan Underhill never explicitly named
the Democratic presidential candidate in announcing his sentencing Friday, but attorneys for
the sailor said they believe invoking the so-called “Clinton defense” may have helped their
client avoid additional time behind bars.Saucier, 29, admitted to taking a half-dozen photos of
the USS Alexandria’s classified propulsion system while working as a machinist in its engine
room in 2009. He pleaded guilty in May 2016 to one count of unauthorized possession and
retention of national defense information.In court documents filed earlier this month, defense
attorneys said the FBI’s decision not to charge Mrs. Clinton for similar crimes related to her

use of a private email server should be taken into consideration at sentencing.“Mr. Saucier
possessed six (6) photographs classified as ‘confidential/restricted,’ far less than Clinton’s 110
emails,” attorney Derrick Hogan wrote.It would be “unjust and unfair for Mr. Saucier to receive
any sentence other than probation for a crime those more powerful than him will likely avoid,”
the lawyer added.Instead, Judge Underhill said the sailor had done something “beyond
stupid,” and equated his actions with those of a motorist being pulled over for speeding amid
a freeway full of careless drivers, CNN reported from the hearing in Bridgeport,
Connecticut.“Selective enforcement is really not a good argument … those arguments don’t
really carry much water,” Judge Underhill said, according to the network.“We need to make
sure that every service person understands the consequences of playing fast and loose with
important information,” he said.Nonetheless, defense attorney Greg Rinckey told U.S. News &
World Report that he thinks the legal team’s Clinton defense played a part in earning the
sailor only one year in prison when he faced upwards of six.“He cryptically made some
comments about selective prosecution and how that didn’t play any factor. Do I think it may
have? Sure. But I think there was enough mitigation that the judge was able to depart from
the sentencing guidelines [on that basis alone],” Rinckey says.Following the defense’s
invoking of the Clinton case in court documents before sentencing, prosecutors responded
with a filing of their own taking aim at their argument.“The defendant is grasping at highly
imaginative and speculative straws in trying to further draw a comparison to the matter of Sec.
Hilary (sic) Clinton based upon virtually no understanding and knowledge of the facts
involved, the information at issue, not to mention any issues of intent and knowledge,”
prosecuting attorneys wrote.In addition to the 12-month prison sentence, Judge Underhill
ordered Saucier to serve six months of home confinement following his release and to
perform 100 hours of community service. He’s also been asked to pay an $100 fine and has
been banned from owning firearms, his attorneys told U.S. News.By entering a guilty plea,
Saucier avoided an obstruction of justice charge related to his attempt to destroy the cell
phone that stored the photos.“Mr. Saucier admitted that he knew when he took the pictures in
2009 that they were classified and that he did so out of the misguided desire to keep these
pictures in order to one day show his family and his future children what he did while he was
in the Navy,” his attorneys told the court.Saucier will report to prison in October and is “most
concerned with being able to return home to his family,” Mr. Rinckey told U.S. News.

Pullano Skeptical on Proposed Textalyzer Bill in
New York State
'Textalyzer' could provide new tool for police
BY JIM MADALINSKYROCHESTER, N.Y. --- A new tool aimed at curbing texting and driving
could be making its way to New York.A proposed bill in the New York State legislature would
allow law enforcement to use a device that can immediately read whether or not a person was
using their phone at the time of a crash.It's called "The Textalyzer." The device connects
directly to a person's phone."It should be a law. A lot of people are getting hurt because of
texting," said Jamilah Lii."Initially it sounded a little intrusive, but after hearing what it is used
for, I think it sounds fair," said Casey Nati.The device can't read actually text messages, just
whether or not one was sent or received at the time of the crash. Supporters said it is no
different than a breathalyzer used to stop drunk driving.But not everyone agrees."The
breathalyzer is related directly to the driving task. The cell phone has a lot of other things
going on with it and a lot of privacy issues," said attorney Peter Pullano.Pullano is skeptical of
the law. He said the current system works."When it's required, officers request a warrant and
a judge will sign a warrant," said Pullano.Pullano expects any legislation to challenged under

the 4th Amendment.The proposed legislation is in memory of a Westchester County teen who
was killed in a distracted driving crash in 2011.

New Helpdesk Manager Ensures Overall Security of
Firm’s IT Systems
Delaney Promoted to Helpdesk Manager at Tully Rinckey PLLC
April 14, 2016 – Albany, N.Y. – Tully Rinckey PLLC is pleased to announce the promotion of
Brandon Delaney to Helpdesk Manager. For the past five years, Delaney has served as an IT
Analyst for the firm.In his new role, Delaney is responsible for the management and oversight
of the firm’s IT helpdesk. In this role, he works with the firm’s Chief Information Officer to help
ensure the overall health and productivity of the firm’s information technology (IT) systems,
supporting all branch offices throughout the country. Delaney reviews, tracks, and resolves
systems issues at both the datacenter and end-user device levels. Additionally, Delaney
consults with users about increasing efficiency, along with recommending and deploying
hardware and software solutions to enhance or add functionality to the firm’s IT systems. He
is also responsible for the firm’s high-definition video teleconferencing system, which enables
attorneys and support staff to have video conferencing within the firm, and with outside
agencies. Before joining the firm in May 2011, Delaney worked as a Senior Computer
Technician for an IT company in Albany, N.Y. There, he helped end users as well as small
and medium businesses achieve their technological needs.For more information, please
contact Marcy Velte at (518) 218-7100 or at mvelte@1888law4life.com.

Bizarre Stories: "Cost thousands of dollars" to Sue
Mother for Changing last Name
Can I sue my mother for changing my last name?
Dear Moneyologist,
My family has been fragmented for at least the last three generations, creating an elaborate
blend of step-everything and relationships that were seldom defined by blood. My deceased
grandfather — whom I loved dearly — is not my relative by blood, nor is the so-called father
whose name I carry. Suffice it to say our family traditions are fragmented or
non-existent.When my mother divorced and remarried, she and my step-father changed my
name and my younger brother’s to match his, creating this collection of five kids where the
oldest two had one last name and the younger three had another (my parents had the
youngest son together). Over the years, the older two and one of my younger brothers were
excluded from our family by my parents — they were literally thrown away.I dropped out of
high school and joined the army at 17, where I remained for the next 25 years. My wife and I
have been married 38 years and have done pretty well for ourselves and four kids, residing in
a home larger than any in the history of our extended families. I genuinely wanted to help
bring things together among my fragmented family and came up with the idea several years
ago to invite everyone to our house for Christmas — my parents, my younger (step) brother,
his third wife, their children, and another lovely girl from his first marriage.I envisioned board
games, talking in the kitchen, and touch football in the yard. Instead we got isolation,
indifference to our home, and an absolute reluctance to follow any team-building suggestions

I promoted. My wife watched me try to play the encouraging, happy host to our indifferent
guests and became visibly livid. Everyone left a day early, and the period of cold shoulders
began — no birthday cards, no calls. I continued to telephone after some six months and,
over time, a regular pattern of communication resumed. I thought we had navigated the
storm.Three years pass, and I was at my step-father’s bedside as he slipped away. It was
traumatic, but the next day it took another turn: My mother informed me that, in their will some
two years prior, they had decided to leave my brother the house and that he and I could split
“whatever other inheritance was left over.” She added, “That’s OK, right? Your wife said she
would never live here,” she insisted. My youngest (step) brother, their natural son would
inherit their estate for his family.After 48 years pretending I was a son as well the truth was
clear: I was not a son, and neither I, my wife, nor my children would enjoy a peaceful legacy
or inheritance with this family.I know from reading your column that there is nothing I can do
about people’s decisions with their money and, honestly, could not accept a dime if it were
offered. But the notion that they took a little boy of 12 and tattooed some stranger’s name on
his forehead — watching him pass that name on to his children (even naming his firstborn
after the stepfather) — and later tossing him out with his other siblings makes me sad and
furious.On the flip side of all this drama, I’m not walking away empty-handed. I now have an
oddly humorous story about how “I once crafted a family reunion in hopes of establishing a
Christmas tradition, and got disinherited for my trouble” and a powerful illustration for my kids
on what not to do. I now insist that they will each receive their legacy regardless of what
choices they make in this life.And it makes me question: Can I contest the will and possibly
sue the estate for the legal fees associated with changing my name and the names of my
children and grandchildren back to my original name — a dramatic reset of sorts? Do you
think this is possible? I suppose this is tremendously difficult, but I’m just about angry enough
to do it. Writing this alone was helpful, though I apologize for the length.ForrestDear Forrest,
I’m sorry to hear that you tried and failed to bring your family together. It sounds like your
parents have had tumultuous relationships with their children and, even though you have
organized Christmas and remembered people’s birthdays and been present for your parents,
you have not been able to break that pattern. Your mother based her decision on something
your wife said or something your mother thinks she said. She may be a very sensitive person,
or perhaps someone who finds trouble where there is none. You could always say, “You
misunderstood,” or, “That’s not what happened.” But, ultimately, you must abide by her
decision.Life is unfair. As I said to a reader who was unhappy with the size of his inheritance
($10,000, to be exact), try not to define your entire relationship with your parents by the
amount that is left to you in their will. As hard as it is to hear, this may not be about you. It
may be that your parents have a limited capacity to give and receive love, and they may think
that your youngest brother needs a house most of all. I don’t know the details of your
respective financial situations, but you say you live comfortably. The heavy lifting has already
been done: You have built your own family without continuing these deep divisions.The legal
system is harsh when it comes to inheritance. If you weren’t formally adopted by your
stepfather, you likely have no standing to contest any aspect of your stepfather’s will or its
terms, says Blake Harris, an attorney at Mile High Estate Planning in Denver. But you would
still have little recourse, even if he did adopt you. Why? Parents can leave whatever they want
to who they want. What’s more, if you were not mentioned in the will, you were technically not
disinherited, Harris says. To successfully contest a will, it must be based on a claim that the
will failed to fulfill legal requirements for its proper execution or that your stepfather “lacked
testamentary capacity,” he adds.You inherited your last name from your stepfather and,
because you will not inherit the family home, you want to retaliate by changing your family’s
last name. Suing them in court would be costly and a fruitless task, given that your mother
used a court order to give you your stepfather’s last name. (This is often done by parents in a
blended family, especially when the child’s biological father is no longer around, so it’s not
that unusual and you would have little grounds for being treated unfairly.) “It would cost

thousands of dollars to take this case and only a few hundred dollars to change your name,”
says Mathew Tully, founding partner of Tully Rinckey law firm in New York.We are a sum of
our actions and this tit-for-tat goes against everything you stand for: The importance of family.
Changing your name won’t change who you are. But taking a frivolous court case would.

